Hebrew Journal Titles Translated

Alpayim [2000]
Ashmoret [Watch]
BaSha’ar [In the Gateway]
BeEretz Yisrael [In the Land of Israel]
Be’Terem [Before]
Bikoret VêUtopia [Criticism and Utopia]
Bitzaron [Citadel]
Cathedra [Chair]
Dapim Le’Hêker HaShoah VeHaMered [Dapim: Studies on the Holocaust and the Revolt]
Davar [Thing]
Dorot [Generations]
Gesher [Bridge]
HaAretz [The Country]
Hagar [Hagar]
Ha’Tzofêh [The Observer]
Ha’Umma [Nation]
Hazut [Aspect]
HaMizrah HeHadash [The New East, i.e., Journal of the Israel Oriental Society]
Jama’a [Group]
La-Merhav [To the Area]
Ma’ariv [Evening]
Mahberot LeMehkar U’LeVikoret [Notebooks for Research and Criticism]
Medina, Mimshal, VêYâhasim Bein-Le’umûim [State, Government, and International Relations]
Megamot [Currents]
Mehkarim Be-Geographya Historit-Yishuvit shel Eretz Yisrael [Historical Geography Studies in the Settlement of Eretz-Israel]
Mehkarim BaGeographya shel Eretz Yisrael [Studies in the Geography of Israel]
Merhavim [Spaces]
MiBijnim [From Inside]
MiKedem U’MiYam [From East and West]
Molad [Birth]
Moznayim [Scales]
Ner [Candle]
Orlogin [Timepiece]
Panim [Face]
Pe’amim [Pulse]
Proza [Prose]
Riv‘on LeKalkala [Economic Quarterly]
Riv‘on LeMehkar Ḥevrati [Social Studies Quarterly]
Shdemot [Fields]
Shivat Tziyon [Return to Zion]
Shorashim BaMizrah [Roots in the East]
Siman Kriah [Exclamation Mark]
Sulam [Ladder]
Tikkun [Correction]
Tkhelet [Azure]
Tziyonut [Zionism]
Yalkut Moreshet [Heritage Kit]
Yediot Aharonot [Latest News]
Zmanim [Times]